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Get ready for one of Kinsey Millhone's "wildest adventures yet" (San Francisco Examiner) from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Sue Grafton Sue Grafton

Kinsey's skills are about to be sorely tested. She is about to meet her duplicitous match in a couple of world-class

prevaricators who quite literally take her for the ride of her life.

"L" Is for Lawless: Call it Kinsey Millhone in bad company. Call it a mystery without a murder, a treasure hunt

without a map, a quest novel with truly mixed-up motives. Call it the return of Kinsey as bad girl-- quick-witted and

quicksilvery, smart-mouthed and smart-alecky-- poking her nose into everyone's dirty laundry as she joins up with a

modern-day Bonnie and Clyde in an Our Gang comedy that will take her halfway across the country and leave her

with a major headache and an empty bank balance.

America's favorite borderline delinquent is back with her one-liners on tap and her energy level on high, romping

through her fastest and funniest adventure in this, her twelfth foray into the alphabet of crime.

"A" Is for Alibi

"B" Is for Burglar

"C" Is for Corpse

"D" Is for Deadbeat

"E" Is for Evidence

"F" Is for Fugitive
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"G" Is for Gumshoe

"H" Is for Homicide

"I" Is for Innocent

"J" Is for Judgment

"K" Is for Killer

"L" is for Lawless

"M" Is for Malice

"N" Is for Noose

"O" Is for Outlaw

"P" Is for Peril 

"Q" Is for Quarry

"R" Is for Ricochet 

"S" Is for Silence 

"T" Is for Trespass

"U" Is for Undertow 

"V" Is for Vengeance 

"W" Is for Wasted 

"X"

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Both new readers and old fans will welcome this 12th Kinsey Milhone adventure in the "A" is for Alibi series by Sue

Grafton. In this case, Kinsey agrees to do a favor for a friend of a friend and gets herself into so much trouble that she

promises at the outset never to do such a thing again without careful consideration.

Henry Pitt, her longtime landlord asks her to help a fellow neighbor find evidence that his grandfather served in the

military during the Second World War. With such proof, the man can be decently buried, courtesy of the U.S.

government. It seems such a simple thing, but with Kinsey, it rarely is. Before long she finds herself entangled with

an eccentric and quarrelsome family as well as a long lost buddy who has turned up just in time to get himself beaten

up in a robbery attempt of the alleged veteran's apartment. It seems there is a reason the Armed Services have no

record of the dead man's service. Kinsey sets out to determine what he might have been doing instead of fighting

against the Japanese and why someone might think his shabby apartment worth a burgle.

Typical of the series, the mystery is not the central point of the story, but rather a starting point for Kinsey to

become embroiled in a suspenseful (and delightful) search-and-rescue operation, usually against her better

judgement. In this case, a gun-toting, arthritic octogenarian and revelations of the inner workings of bargain-rate

motels are all part of the adventure. This is an easy and enjoyable read, and a solid addition to Grafton's string of

alphabetical hits. --K.A. Crouch
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Get ready for one of Kinsey Millhone's "wildest adventures yet" (San Francisco Examiner) from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Sue Grafton Sue Grafton

Kinsey's skills are about to be sorely tested. She is about to meet her duplicitous match in a couple of world-class

prevaricators who quite literally take her for the ride of her life.

"L" Is for Lawless: Call it Kinsey Millhone in bad company. Call it a mystery without a murder, a treasure hunt

without a map, a quest novel with truly mixed-up motives. Call it the return of Kinsey as bad girl-- quick-witted and
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quicksilvery, smart-mouthed and smart-alecky-- poking her nose into everyone's dirty laundry as she joins up with a

modern-day Bonnie and Clyde in an Our Gang comedy that will take her halfway across the country and leave her

with a major headache and an empty bank balance.

America's favorite borderline delinquent is back with her one-liners on tap and her energy level on high, romping

through her fastest and funniest adventure in this, her twelfth foray into the alphabet of crime.
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